Office 365 Education is a suite of cloud services for students and educators. Kyushu University has provided Office 365 accounts for all students and staff. The first generation of an environment for Office 365 provisioning in the university had several issues about associating between Office 365 accounts and member identifications of the university. All university members are randomly assigned unique identifiers by the central ID management system for using commonly in university-wide information services. Since the IDs are for internal use only, the first environment authenticated a user with another ID and password specific for Office 365. In addition, processes for assigning licenses and giving privilege to users of Office 365 depending on modifications to member information in the ID management system were not fully automated. This paper shows how we resolved problems integrating Office 365 into the ID management of the university by rebuilding the infrastructure. We configured a federated authentication system and developed a system for processing in events of the account life cycle.
including faculty. All of the students and staff have accounts with Office 365 Education provided by the university. Office 365 Education is an edition for students and educators of Office 365, a suite of cloud services and applications offered by Microsoft, and the basic collaboration services and communication tools are available for free for academic institutions. Since Office 365 uses Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) for user management, user provisioning is required for making Office 365 Education available for students and staff. In Kyushu University, an infrastructure system for providing Office 365 accounts has been operated by the Information Infrastructure Initiative, a virtual agency for university-wide ICT services and administration, which the authors belong to.
Until March 2017, the first generation of the Office 365 environment in Kyushu University [5] was in operation. In late 2014 the Microsoft Enrollment for Education Solution (EES) agreement of the university began covering Office 365 ProPlus, which is a fee-based add-on of Office 365 and one of the subscription service plans in Office desktop applications, for all of the regular students and staff members. Following the agreement, the first prototype environment for Office 365 was created in early 2015, and for avoiding issues found in the prototype the second environment was built in the same year. In 2016 after testing for a few months, that environment was launched as a university-wide service in April.
However, the availability of Office 365 Education in the university was not actively advertised, because that environment still has several defects and additionally the end of support within two years for a software tool used there had been announced after the construction of the environment. In 2017, we decided to rebuild a new environment from scratch and redesign it after research and examination. After the fundamental part of the new environment was developed, Office 365 Education service for the university members was officially announced in April 2018, and the new environment was completed in March 2019. This paper reports the defects in the previous environment and design, implementation, and deployment of the new environment to resolve the defects.
MEMBER IDENTIFICATION
In Microsoft Office 365, each user is identified with the User Principal Name (UPN), which is an Internet-style login name registered in Azure AD. The format of the UPN is the same as the email address based on RFC 822. The UPN is used for identifying a user of Office 365 globally in information sharing and communication between Office 365 users. In general, the UPN is also the authentication ID for sign-in to Office 365.
In Kyushu University, a unique ten-digit identifier called the SSO-KID is randomly assigned to each student or staff member, by the central identity management (IdM) system of the university [1] . The SSO-KID is a common authentication ID for accessing universitywide systems and further enables single sign-on, which allows accessing to multiple systems with a single authentication. The SSO-KID itself is a secret from everybody except for system administrators.
Another university-wide identifier of members is the Primary Mail Address (PMA), the mail address of Kyushu University Primary Mail Service [2, 3] . The Primary Mail Service is the official mail service of Kyushu University for all members and was migrated from an on-premises system to Exchange Online, a cloud email service in Office 365 in December 2018 [4] . A staff member address is made of a local part based on the personal name at the domain 'm.kyushu-u.ac.jp'. The domain for a student is 's.kyushu-u.ac.jp', and the local part is based on the student ID and additionally on the personal name in the new system on Exchange Online.
EARLIER ENVIRONMENT
The earlier environment from 2016 to 2018 [5] used the cloud authentication model in Office 365, where identity and authentication of all users in an organization are handled by Azure AD. Account information without password information was exported from the IdM system to an on-premises Active Directory (AD) dedicated to Office 365, and then synchronized to Azure AD ( Figure 1 ). The SSO-KID is not usable as the UPN of Office 365 because the SSO-KID must be secret whereas the UPN is to be indicated for others. For this reason, the UPN and password were specific for Office 365. Thus, user identity and authentication were not integrated with the university IdM system. In addition, the UPN was confusing for users with the PMA, because it was the PMA of which domain was replaced with 'ms.kyushu-u.ac.jp' but not an email address.
Though Office 365 accounts were provisioned from the IdM system, account management was not fully automated. For the use of Office 365 in the university, processes for assigning licenses and granting privileges to Office 365 accounts are required, and Office 365 accounts have to be configured appropriately. To initialize and manage accounts, nightly batch processes called from the IdM system directly executed PowerShell scripts to connect Office 365. In these PowerShell scripts, some commands to Office 365 take long processing time or frequently get runtime errors. Resolving failures caused by these issues required waiting for retries on the next day or manual treatments. Especially at the beginning of a school year, massive remediations were demanded. In addition, manual operations were needed in cases when expeditious handlings were required.
DESIGN 4.1 Requirments, Constraints & Goals
There are mandatory restrictions from regulations and policies of Kyushu University. Any system must never disclose the SSO-KID of a user to other general users and a list of SSO-KIDs is not allowed outside of the university. These two restrictions disallow SSO-KID to be used as the UPN of Office 365. Former staff members left from the university are forbidden to access confidential information, whereas departed members need to be granted to access their contents stored in Office 365 for several weeks. Therefore, access privileges must be managed appropriately and promptly in member enrollments and leaves.
One of the design goals set in this project is the integration of identity and authentication for usability and security. A requisite for the integration is to use the SSO-KID of a user and its password for authentication to sign-in to Office 365 while keeping the SSO-KID secret. Single sign-on among Office 365 and other systems is not essential. Since the Primary Mail Service was supposed to migrate onto the cloud service [3] , Exchange Online in Office 365 must be usable as the Primary Mail Service.
Another goal was the full automation of user management corresponding to events in the life cycle of the university account. A system should be automatically able to create accounts, assign licenses, grant privileges, and configure settings in user enrollment; enable sign-in in user activation; modify licenses and privileges in member privilege change and member leaving, and delete accounts several weeks after members leaving.
Identity & Authentication
For the integration of user authentication, sign-in to Office 365 is designed to use the SSO-KID. At the same time, the SSO-KID is not usable as the UPN in Office 365 because the SSO-KID is secret. Suitable for the UPN to be exchanged among users is the PMA. To achieve these apparently opposing requests, federated authentication [8] was adopted. In the federated authentication model, user authentication is handled on-premises. For on-premises authentication, Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS) is employed ( Figure 2 ). Although the federated authentication supports Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) as another option and there is Shibboleth IdP in the university, less official information on SAML and its practical examples are available.
Account information is synchronized from a common AD in the university to Azure AD. In this AD synchronization, alternate login ID [6] is configured, where the UPN of Azure AD is synchronized from another attribute than the UPN of on-premises AD, an attribute for the PMA in the present case. This combination of the federated authentication and alternate ID configuration makes the authentication ID and the UPN of Office 365 separatable. However, in the default configuration of the alternate ID, on-premises UPN is mapped to another attribute in Azure AD. To meet a restriction from an SSO-KID regulation, this mapping must be invalidated by 
Account Configuration
For using Office 365, assigning licenses to each user is mandatory. Azure AD currently provides group-based licensing, that is by assigning licenses to a group the licenses are automatically assigned to all members of the group. At the time of this designing, however, group-based licensing was still a preview and its continuity was not assured by Microsoft. In addition, group-based licensing requires Azure AD Basic or above licenses for all members, but subscribing the licenses for ∼30 thousand members is impossible due to a financial limitation. For these reasons, the present design achieves license management via PowerShell on a per-user basis.
When a user account is created, the IdM system simultaneously creates the user object in on-premises AD. Then, a synchronization of Azure AD Connect in a constant period up to 30 minutes creates the user in Office 365. A license can be assigned after the user creation in Office 365, but no hook, callback, or notification feature is available when a new user is created in Office 365. The approach chosen in the present design for assigning user licenses is asynchronously periodical processing.
Since the default setting of user accounts in Office 365 is inappropriate in the present case, the setting has to be changed. Some settings can be synced from on-premises AD, but the others should be manually changed using API after user creation. Especially in Exchange Online, settings are changeable after the user mailbox is ready, and readiness of user mailbox is not synchronously recognizable as with user creation. Therefore, asynchronous delayed execution of a PowerShell script to change per-user settings after user creation in the IdM is adopted.
IMPLEMENTATION, DEPLOYMENT & MIGRATION 5.1 Office 36Tenant
An isolated management unit in Office 365 for an organization is called a tenant. For the new environment, we created a new tenant for replacing the one used in the earlier environment. All students and staff use the common tenant for facilitating information sharing between students and educators. Domains used for UPNs in a tenant must be registered to the tenant. In this case, the top domain of the university, 'kyushu-u.ac.jp' and the domains used in the PMAs, 'm.kyushu-u.ac.jp' and 's.kyushu-u.ac.jp' are registered to the new tenant.
Office 365 Education provides self-service sign up using a school email address, and in that process, a tenant to which the domain of the email address is registered is automatically created as needed. Since the two domains used in the PMAs were not registered to the old tenant, many members of the university had signed up themselves to Office 365 using the PMAs. Therefore, those two domains needed to be unregistered from the automatically created two tenants before registrations to the new tenant.
The old tenant was deprecated, and contents stored in the old tenant needed to be migrated to the new tenant. Since no migration tool of user contents between tenants was available at that time, users of the old tenant were responsible for moving their contents to the new tenant.
Office 365 ProPlus licenses are available via the EES agreement of the university. Since the number of the licenses are limited corresponding to the number of the members, the ProPlus licenses needed to be migrated from the old tenant to the new. After requesting the license migration to Microsoft, the ProPlus licenses in the old tenant were valid for 30 days at least. Even after the ProPlus licenses in the old tenant were invalidated, Office licensing activated via the old tenant was not automatically unregistered. Since removing Office licenses demands command-line operations at that time, we recommended that users uninstall and reinstall the ProPlus.
System Organization
We built a new environment on Microsoft Azure. The Azure virtual network of the environment is connected to the university network with Azure ExpressRoute via the Science Information Network (SINET), which is a Japanese academic backbone network operated by a public agency, National Institute of Informatics, and the virtual network is certified as the internal network of the university.
The new environment consists of systems for integrated authentication and for account management. For integrated authentication, servers for AD domain controller, AD FS, and web application proxy were configured. Systems for account management were developed by SIOS Technology, Inc., Japan. License management is achieved by a tool named 'License Sync. ' A list of licenses assigned to each user is coded onto an attribute of the corresponding user object in the on-premises AD. The License Sync scans the update of the codes at half-hour intervals and assigns or cancels licenses via Pow-erShell according to the codes. Even when a runtime error occurs on the Azure AD side, processes are simply retried at the next turn. Account setting is configured by Life Cycle Management (LCM) system. When data in the IdM system is modified, the LCM system receives the updates via an IdM agent and decides required tasks of immediate and delayed processes. The tasks are placed in a queue, and PowerShell scripts corresponding to each task are executed on a Windows server. These scripts perform processing for changing attribute values of a user object in the on-premises AD, setting a user account of Office 365, adding or removing a member of a security group to give or withdraw a privilege, sending a notification email message to a user, and so on. When a recoverable error occurs in a PowerShell script, the script is retried in a certain period.
Personal Information Protection
The rules of the university and national laws require personal information protection. In the university, personal information of students is more highly confidential. Services by the university need to prevent students from obtaining personal information of other users. On the other hand, Office 365 provides the ability to obtain information of tenant members such as UPNs, personal names, positions, and contact information. Since this conflicts with the rules, the functionality needs to be restricted.
A feature to share member information in Office 365 is Global Address Lists (GALs). Normally the default GAL, which all tenant users can access, includes every user information in the tenant, but each user is configurable to hide from GALs. Therefore, every student or staff member is set to be unlisted in GALs when the corresponding account is created.
Many services in Office 365 provide user search functions. For example, when one shares a file in SharePoint Online, an information sharing platform, any user in the same tenant is searchable with a part of the email address or the personal name. To prevent this, we configured a tenant global setting of SharePoint Online to restrict resolving users to the exact match. Some services are similarly configurable to deactivate search functions, but the others are not. Therefore, such services are disabled in the tenant.
Azure AD, where information of all tenant users is registered, is accessible via APIs. Even non-administrator users are able to retrieve all user information by default. To prevent it, the permission for non-administrators to read other user objects is disabled. However, this setting decreases several functions in Office 365. For example, users are unable to manage group membership, and therefore Teams, a collaboration tool, is practically inoperable.
Sign-in Experience
In the new Office 365 tenant, the top domain 'kyushu-u.ac.jp' is configured as a federation domain, and so any subdomains of it are automatically configured as a federation domain. In the signin page by Microsoft, if a user inputs any string ending with any of the federated domains, the authentication is redirected to the sign-in page of the federated AD FS (Figure 3 ). To simplify these two steps for authentication, we provide a smart link, to which accessing directly connects the AD FS sign-in page for Office 365 authentication. In the AD FS sign-in page, acceptable sign-in ID is a UPN of on-premises AD, which is an SSO-KID concatenated of the AD domain with '@'. For sign-in with only an SSO-KID, we implemented a JavaScript code for auto-completion of the AD domain.
Progression
Office 365 service using the new environment was started in April 2018. At that stage, the integrated authentication and the License Sync of the new environment were implemented, and codes of assigning licenses were set by a daily task. The old environment 
FUTURE PLANS
In April 2019, Microsoft announced the changing of Azure AD signin page behavior [7] . According to the announcement, the Microsoft sign-in page will accept only valid UPNs in Office 365, and this change will roll out to federated domains in 2020. This change affects our user's sign-in steps. We need to cope with this issue. The EES agreement of Kyushu University will change in 2020 because the plan of the current agreement is already discontinued. The new agreement proposed by Microsoft covers Office 365 A3, which includes Azure AD P1 licenses. Since Azure AD P1 licenses enable group licensing, we will need to reconsider the license management system.
